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Abstract 

This paper examines the role of Richard Nixon as environmental actor in the 
creation of the US Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. By compromising 
previous American environmental thought of conservation with and Republican values of  
economic production, he was able to pass a reorganization of federal government and 
thus establish the EPA. By understanding the economic value of environment as the 
provider of resources and the base for materiality, the EPA represented the integration of 
American ecology with its economy and culture. 



Preface 

The aim of this project was to explore the motivations for and the effects of the 

creation of the US Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. While many other issues 

have taken the forefront of the American political psyche for years, it is interesting to 

think that environmental issues garnered enough attention to warrant the creation of a 

federal agency only as recently as 1970. Environmental issues and environmental studies 

in America have mainly been concerned with attitudes of conservation, national parks, 

and the frontier, with a shift toward resource management and sustainability of ecological 

systems in more contemporary times, yet the EPA seems rather removed from these 

concerns, being a government body that works to create regulatory standards for 

pollution, hazardous waste, and contamination that affect the health of American citizens. 

There is a discrepancy between environmental protection, and the management of 

environmental issues that influence human lives. The EPA was created not as a. 

completely comprehensive entity to govern all environmental concerns, just as a central 

agency to organize and set regulations for pollution management. The agency works 

with a variety of other groups: state departments that work on regulation enforcement, 

research groups, and later other government agencies such as the Department of Energy, 

the Department of the Interior, the Office of Emergency Management, and the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration, just to name a few. It is curious then 

that the agency was created, not just to consolidate authority over environmental issues, 

but as a way to establish standards over those aspects of industry and life that directly and 

indirectly affect public health and well being, involving the most common of shared 

resources: water, air, and land. 



Yet as an unprecedented focus on the environment and natural resources was 

created with the establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency, the agency's 

development forced change in public consciousness of the environment. It was not just a 

result of growing awareness. As there were some notable changes to environmental 

policy in the 1960s, they represented an upsurge in political engagement, tied to a more 

educated and an aware population. The establishment of the EPA, while dealing with 

issues of social responsibility fin-  the environment, was also about the defense of human 

welfare with the environment as the influencing force on people. Thus, the EPA was not 

solely created out of a sense of protection of the environment, but also for the protection 

of people from. the repercussions of human activity that influences the environment.  

Environment was acknowledged as having agency, not being completely under control by 

people, and could represent a threat to American life. 

By analyzing and comparing the involvement of the Environmental Protection 

Agency into various US environmental histories, it is interesting to note the lack of any 

catalyst event for its creation. The motivation for forming the EPA is rarely suggested, 

but rather considered a progression of growing social policies resulting from the 1960s. 

While political histories mention scattered environmentalist policies implemented in 

1969 and 1970, it is odd to never encounter one with a comprehensive list of policies or 

events leading up to Nixon's hearing with Congress on the proposal for the EPA. More 

literary narratives of American environmental history mention Earth Day, on April. 22, 

1970, as the beginning of modern environmentalism, yet the justifications are over 

simplified. . Earth Day was no impromptu social movement: concern for environment was 

represented, with the support of individuals, students, universities, and government to 



make the day so successful, and was founded by a United States Senator, Gaylord 

Nelson. The Environmental Protection Agency was proposed to Congress by President 

Richard Nixon less than three months later. The fact that there is no obvious cause is 

what encouraged deeper historical analysis. 



Introduction 

Finding the Function of the EPA 

President Nixon's proposal of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 

1970 worked as a disruption of the typical environmental narrative, appealing not to the 

radical Sixties, but to mounting American values of consumption, rights of individualism, 

and a comfortable quality of life. While there is a particular history of the EPA 

representing the result of a growing social concern for the environment throughout the 

1960s, examining the intentions and goals of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 

complicates this narrative. Nixon appeals to more than leftist environmentalism and 

social politics with the proposal of the EPA by working to redefine the conversation. 

around the environment to that of the rights of citizens to have safe standards of living in 

all aspects, by extending government's responsibility for air, water, and ground quality. 

The value of the EPA is not for any inherent value that the environment holds for 

Americans, but rather how to ensure that people are safe and secure in their physical 

world. President Nixon's creation of the EPA managed to successfully compromise his 

Republican values of economy and consumer culture, with American environmentalist 

values of resources. The EPA unites economic costs and values of homeownership, 

personal property, consumerism, and development, with the environmental thoughts of 

resources, subsistence, and interdependence. 

The proposal of the EPA comes in a larger plan of government reorganization, 

presenting the value of environmental quality as requiring a deeper concern with 

bureaucratic structure. Because the forces that affect air, water, and ground quality 

pervade the activities of most government bodies, as well as all industry, the need for a. 
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consolidated agency governing environmental regulation is necessary. Nixon posits that 

the establishment of an EPA reduces a conflict of interests between other agencies 

productivity and their environmental impact. By uniting the dozens of other bodies 

dealing with environmental monitoring and regulation, it streamlines the bureaucratic 

process for the benefit of government order and citizens looking for information. 

Nixon's plan for reorganization served as a way to reconcile citizens' rights to health and 

equal access with efficiency and consumer culture. While trying to enable growth of 

industry and economy, he was attentive to the environmental aspects that were 

associated, namely natural resource abundance and quality; protecting resources ensured 

that culture and business could continue as usual. 

The stance of American producers and industry on the environment is different 

than that of President Nixon. Prior to the reorganization, industries were left to work 

with government in their fields to establish regulations that wouldn't inhibit their 

productivity. They held the power to determine what actions that held environmental 

impact were important for their function, and also meant that they decided which risks 

they could and would take on potential health and safety issues in regard to workers, 

consumers, and the public at large. To industry', the idea of a federal environmental 

agency meant more regulations that would hinder their work, and ultimately be a 

detriment to their vision of America. Nixon's plan was proposed to appease industry by 

ensuring clearer rules and processes, even as it threatened their power to essentially self-

regulate. 

Therefore, the proposal and approval of the EPA as a federal agency necessarily 

appealed to Americans as a commitment of the government to a higher quality of life. It 



would work to ensure that all aspects of daily activity would be safe and ensure the well-

being of individuals and their families. Pollution abatement and the prevention of 

contamination to resources would be the primary function of the EPA, so that citizens 

wouldn't have to worry if their air, water, food, and other products were doing them 

harm. The EPA would be an important new step by the government to ensure that factors 

out of the control of individuals are up to a certain level of quality for America. By 

giving the responsibility of environmental protection to the federal government, President 

Nixon was asserting that the environment was an essential part in the function and 

economic endeavors of the country. 

Juxtaposing a pivotal piece in environmental thought to juxtapose with Nixon and 

the EPA, it is easy to see the ways that the creation and operation of the EPA have shaped 

American perceptions of nature and the environment. Ecologist Garret Hardin's 1968 

publication of "Tragedy of the Commons" points out the fundamental problems with 

environmental degradation, pollution, and overuse when it comes to individual 

consumption and economy. If there are limited, shared resources, it is most profitable for 

an individual to use as much as possible, as soon as possible, before it is no longer 

useable. The issue is then one of either self-centered depletion, or long-term, shared 

responsibility. After it was created, the EPA provided a functional, federal solution to 

this problem. Instead of allowing for individual actors to overuse resources available to 

them, having federal regulation on the rates and types of change acts as a buffer between 

access and detrimental exploitation of these resources. The founding of the 

Environmental Protection Agency recognizes that 'nature' and the 'environment' are 

viewed as spaces that human cultures and institutions define and that people have the 
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power to control. In creating the EPA, the concerns of harm from natural forces are 

relieved- the air that people breathe, the water that they drink, the food that they 

consume, and the ground that they walked on - are taken out of the minds of the 

individual, so that they can focus on being productive members of society. The 

environment is to be protected by being maintained to supply the country with the 

resources and spaces it needs to develop. The EPA works to ensure that Americans no 

longer need to worry about survival in their environment, but rather the quality of 

survival in their environment. 

To examine these interactions of Americans and their environment, it was 

necessary to clarify key terms like envirorunent and nature, and explain their significance. 

As discussions about the environment and nature have developed, their meanings and 

usage become loaded with changing cultural and philosophical values. With the creation 

of the EPA, the term environment came to mean what it did in President Nixon's 

statement to Congress: the summation of natural resources available to, and influencing 

the daily activity of American citizens, including - but not limited to - air, water, ground, 

and food.' The terms environment and nature are often conflated, with nature being a 

more culturally charged term, referring to the same total of resources, including space, 

but often signifying a lack of necessary interaction between people and nature in the way 

that there is active engagement between humans and their environment. In that sense, 

nature is a construction of spaces void of intervention from human quotidian activity, 

reserved for recreation or conservation projects. This is evident through American 

Committee on Government Operations. Reorganization Plan .No.3 of 1970: 
Environmental Protection Agency — Hearings before a Subcommittee ofthe Committee on 
Government Operations, House of Representatives Ninety-First Congress, Second Session, July 
22, 23, and August 4, 1970 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1970), p.2. 



history in the development of national parks, forests, and wildlife reserves, which are 

qualified as "'nature," while the surrounding influences of a person's life, like local 

streams, roads, and air quality, define their environment. An environmentalist was the 

term for conservationists from the early American Republic, until the middle of the 

twentieth century. As with environmentalists today, the mindset of environmentalists 

was defined by both the concern of the resources affecting the lives and societies of 

people, and also concern with the access and rights that both individuals and groups 

should have regarding these resources.2  Environmentalists are those that concern 

themselves with the manners in which they harness and maintain natural resources, but 

also in the ways that these resources have a reciprocal relationship with humans. 

Nixon's EPA inherited some of these environmentalist ideas, a product of its 

historical moment. Until the 1950s, environmentalism in the United States was mostly 

concerned with conservationism, thus focusing on protecting areas from human use, in 

order to save the resources for a later development, or for some inherent value of not 

unnecessarily perturbing or destroying that environment.3  This sense can be seen from 

the earlier popularity of Transcendentalists such as Emerson and Thoreau in the early to 

mid-nineteenth century. For these American intellectuals, advocating an inherent value 

of man and nature was clear: men needed to work together and value and discover the 

complexities of nature in order to sustain life and provide for a growing nation. As the 

United States came to grow in size, wealth, and access to resources, however, the sense 

of conservation became muddled without a more practical reason than inherent value of 

2  Everett Ladd and K.arlyn Bowman. Attitudes Toward the Environment: Twenty-Five 
Years /Vier Earth Day (Washington, DC: the American Enterprise Institute Press, 
1995), p.12-13. 

3  'bid, p.2-4, 12-13. 

5 
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nature.4 While there were some conservationists appealing to the mainstream in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, such as John Muir, Aldo Leopold, and President 

Theodore Roosevelt, they worked mainly through efforts like the Sierra Club founded in 

1892, and the creation of State Parks in 1885, which are preserved with intention of 

public use and recreation. Even upon the creation of the public parks system in 1916 by 

President Woodrow Wilson, the intentions of federal management of natural resources 

were not for survival, or an inherent respect for nature, but so that the American people 

could have natural space for recreation.5  

By examining post-war consumer society developing in the 1950s and 1960s, 

contemporary American shifts in environmentalism become clearer: During World War 

II the push for industry and development was tied to citizenship and nationalism, so much 

so that good citizenship and being a good consumer were promoted as inseparable.°  

After World War II, the United States had solidified its position as a prosperous nation in 

the global community. It was producing enough food, developing more industry, and 

thus subsistence and providing access to resources was no longer a large priority. Cities 

were growing, infrastructure maturing, and social welfare became the largest concerns of 

the coming decades; the prospect of life was no longer the question, but was replaced by 

the quality of life. 1960 brought with it the election of President John F. Kennedy, who 

recognized and sought to deepen American prosperity. One of his first actions, the 

creation of the Peace Corps in 1961, was to bring to the forefront the same social issues 

Yingi Situ and David Emmons. Environmental Crime: the Grim ma! Justice System's 
Role in Protecting the Environment (London: Sage Publications, Inc., 1999), p.22-37. 

5 
Louis Warren, ed. American Environmental History (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 

2003), p.241. 
'5 Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumers' Republic: The Politics °Plass Consumption in Postwar America New 

York: Vintage Books, 2003) p.83. 
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that were being fixed in the United States, abroad: focusing on health care, education, and 

economic developmeM.7  These goals were echoed by his domestic "New Frontier" 

policy in 1963, calling for the American system to focus on the same issues, raising 

standards of health care and education, and bringing stronger programs of economic 

development to less urban areas.8  The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s carried with 

it the values of equality among all people of the nation, and clear from the effectiveness 

of such action as the Montgomery bus boycotts in 1955, "the goal was as much to claim. 

equal citizenship as to consume material goods or services."9  The Civil Rights 

movement would play out alongside other social welfare movements such as the Free 

Speech Movement, and the Women's Liberation Movement, all working toward the goal 

of offering equal rights and access to all Americans. These issues characterized the time 

as one of social change and opportunity, made possible by the nation's successful 

endeavors in the realm of resource management, development, and food production. 

The environment was not ignored during the Sixties; environmental concerns took 

new forms. Rachel Carson's Silent Spring was published in 1962, representing what is 

regarded as the first tract of modern environmentalism. Her accounts tell of insecticide 

spreading through ecosystems and affecting various levels of wildlife and natural 

resources, adversely affecting human health. As Americans and the media were shocked 

to realize the ignorance of society to this interdependence of people and nature, there was 

an increase in attention given to the problems surrounding resources and personal health 

7  David Farber and Beth Bailey, The Columbia Guide to America in the 1960s (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2001), p.217. 

8  David Farber and Beth Bailey, The Columbia Guide to America in the 1960s, p. 217-18. 
9  Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumers Republic, p.100. 



and hygiene.1°  The Clean Air Act was passed in 1963, being the first piece of legislation 

regulating airborne contaminants in order to protect the public. The Wilderness Act was 

passed in 1964, designating what would be defined by the country as "wilderness:" 

protected, and more specific areas of public-use nature, defined under the already existing 

national parks and forests. After the bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, 1964 

brought back the uncertainties and fear of nuclear testing and radiation, as China had its 

first nuclear test, causing many to reconsider what war would mean, with different short 

term and long term consequences of destruction. The oil spill in Santa Barbara and the 

subsequent spill and river fire on the Cuyahoga River, Ohio in 1969 garnered much 

attention as more examples of environmental issues being unknown by the public. 

Claimed to be one of the most polluted rivers in the United States, the Cuyahoga had 

many areas without fish or other life, it is a main waterway running through the cities of 

Cleveland and Akron, and because of its level of contamination caught fire multiple times 

before the last occurrence in 1969. With these issues of environthent and land coming to 

the prevalence in American social and political life, the National Environmental Policy 

Act (NEPA) was passed on January 1, 1970.11 12  NEPA established rules for federal 

agencies requiring each to prepare environmental impact statements for their activities, 

which would detail the environmental effects federal actions would accrue. It also 

established the President's Council on Environmental Quality, which provides the 

president with information regarding the state of environmental issues and environmental 

l°  Peter Levy, ed. America in the Sixties — Right, Left, and Center: a Documentary History (London: 
Greenwood Press, 1998), p.105. 

1 ' Aimee Shouse. Presidents from Nixon through Carter, 1969-1981 (London: 
Greenwood Press, 2002), p.36-37. 

12  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon (Lawrence, KA: University Press of 
Kanses, 1999), p. 198. 
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impact in the country. Before the proposal of the EPA in July, the first Earth Day would. 

happen on April 1st, being a day of public awareness, environmental education lectures at 

universities, and new attention on American resources. 13  

But President Nixon was a Republican representing more conservative- values of 

the American public. His appeal to Americans toward creating a more regulated 

environment was not an acceptance of leftist counter-culture. While there were such 

developments as hippie-communes and back to the land movements as reactions to the 

unknown. damages suffered due to modem practices with regard to natural resources, as a 

president, Nixon was attempting to address the problem systematically. By creating an 

Enviromn.ental Protection Agency, Americans no longer needed to feel threatened by the 

unseen biotic and abiotic forces around them. The federal government would step in to 

make physical world seem more secure again. By establishing quantitative standards 

across, different specialty fields, and placing them under strict regulation, environmental 

issues would no longer seem an irrational unknown, but an objective science. Nixon was 

regarding the environment as the materials and tools Americans needed to keep their 

system growing. By creating this extra layer of bureaucracy between citizens and their 

world, they could once again get back to being economically productive, and benefiting 

social welfare and the American economy, both domestically, and internationally. 

3 Louis Warren, American Environmental History, p.254. 
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Part 1 

Shaping Twentieth Century American Environmental 
Thought 

The nineteenth century United States was a nation industrializing and growing as 

a global economic competitor. As settlements spread west, the amount of resources 

available across the country were beginning to be uncovered and understood. As the 

diversity of terrain and life was being experienced, a comprehensive idea of American 

life started to take shape. Along with the evolution of politics and government came 

maturing ideas about the physical world, and how they affected daily life and culture. 

Some of the most popular writings explicitly about environment in the early 

nation came from the American intellectuals known as the Transcendentalists. Self 

described, as philosophers that understood the complex unity of nature's spaces, life, 

resources, and man, they expressed views of seeking truth through intelligence, and 

avoiding selfish gain perpetuated through growing social stratification and separation, as 

well as fragmented organization." They appreciated life as something to be handled. 

mindfully, keeping in mind the interconnectivity of everything, thus transcending the 

traditional "cause and effect" explanation of science. Transcendentalists realized the 

complex and intricate series of variables and forces at play in life and in nature, and 

appreciated them. As influential artists, wTiters, and academics of the nineteenth century, 

their • ork was among the first to shape public opinion on environment and land use in 

the country, trying to separate deeper experience with sensual pleasures. Such 

Transcendentalists as Emerson and Thoreau were able to use their words to critically 

14  Ralph Waldo Emerson, "The Transcendentalist" 1841, as printed in Nature, Addresses, and Lectures 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979) p.205 - 207. 
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evaluate the connections of people to the spaces surrounding them, and the implications 

of such relations. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson was one of the first to publish his ideas on Americans and 

their environment, with his essay "Nature" in 1836. His argument throughout the piece is 

one of people reconsidering their notions of nature, and its constituents. He breaks down 

understandings of nature into lenses of commodity, beauty, language, and discipline. 

According to Emerson, the wonder of the natural world is that although individuals may 

value the land for the aesthetics or commodities that they supply, it is all dynamic, and 

actively changing. "Nothing in nature is exhausted in its first use. When a thing has 

served an end to the uttermost, it is wholly new for an ulterior service."15  It is then., with 

limited capacities and knowledge that people view resources as commodities, instead of 

respecting their roles as actors in a larger system of existence. Nature and natural 

resources do not exist purely in relation to human life, but do manage to adapt to human 

affects. Emerson challenges that people "regard nature as a phenomenon, not a 

substance" and "to esteem nature as an accident and an effect." Nature, then, is a force of 

reaction to change among life, not solely sum of commodities to be exploited. However, 

it is still understood as a bundle of commodities, and that is where its value lay. The 

wonder of nature, in his words, is that it can be seen as a cause and effect of human 

development: supplying people with resources to develop, and then reacting to 

developments and supplying different resources. Nature can be seen as being a constant 

provider. 

Henry David Thoreau's account of becoming self-reliant in "Walden" explain more 

Transcendental views of nature, and how Americans have drawn themselves in to narrow 

IS  Emerson, "Nature," Nature, Addresses, and Lectures, p. 26. 
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perspectives of environment and nature. Instead of searching for more comprehensive 

understandings of the world, people instead aim for more particular, narrow satisfactions, 

which has devalued nature to only what can be extracted for personal gain. He also 

expresses Transcendental disdain toward the American focus on labor and economy, 

stressing, 

Most men, even in this comparatively free country, through mere ignorance and 
mistake, are so occupied with the factitious cares and superfluously coarse labors 
of life that its finer fruits cannot be plucked by them...He has no time to be 
anything but a machine.I6  

The critique on American life by Transcendentalists was that instead of exercising 

freedoms to pursue a higher understanding of the objective scientific and social forces of 

the world, most were focused on developing industry and pursuing individual goals of 

labor and wealth. It is -a critique on the narrow-mindedness that is a result of an over-

emphasis on productivity, industry, and economy. In order to understand how best to 

pursue happiness and the good, there should be a broader goal of knowledge of the whole 

Earth and its forces - for subsistence, protection, and physical and existential security - 

instead of gaining satisfaction through personal desires, or financial wealth. 

While Transcendentalist attitudes tended to focus on issues of appreciating 

environment in non-economic terms, they nonetheless viewed it as a bundle of resources 

and commodities. While there were more levels of appreciation built on that idea, it was 

the idea of nature as a provider for American progress. People could take the land and 

resources that were available and use them to supply their lives and lifestyles. Though the 

works of the Transcendentalists would not come to explicitly shape policy, their views on 

16  Henry David Thoreau, "Walden" (1854) in Walden and Resistance to Civil Government: Authoritative 
texts, Thoreau 's journal, reviews and essays in criticism (New York. W.W. Norton & Company, 
1992) p.3. 
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nature, natural forces, and resources, would come to shape the arguments of those 

concerned with the environment as the United States would come to modernize. 

John Muir, a Scottish immigrant to the United States as the Transcendentalists 

were writing in 1849, would become one of the first true American environmentalists, 

following the deep value of nature established by Transcendentalists, but also working to 

incorporate such ideals into the public sphere, and into government policy. Muir took an 

interest n botany and geology, and thus weaved his deeper values of environment and 

ecology with more technical scientific observation. B 	the philosophical views of 

predecessors like Thoreau and Emerson with the specifics of scientific fact, he would 

produce such verbose expositions as: 

How far they have to go, how many cups to fill, great and small, cells too 
small to be seen, cups holding half a drop as well as lake basins between hills, 
each replenished with equal care, every drop in all the blessed throng a silvery 
newborn star with lake and river, garden and grove, valley and mountain, all that 
the landscape holds reflected in its crystal depths, God's messenger, angel of love 
sent on its way with majesty and pomp and display of power that make man's 
greatest shows ridiculous.'' 

Within this one sentence he was able to show the larger scaled view of the spiritual and 

the essence of progress and meaning in. nature, while also explaining the smaller 

intricacies of cell biology, and the inter-connectivity of the whole, also known as 

complexity, which were the foundational ideas of ecology, which was concurrently 

emerging as a scientific field in the 1860s. The paradigm shift brought on by ecology 

was that it rejected the idea that humans had absolute control over nature; life was no 

longer a story of shelter and resources, nature could be seen as having agency. But while 

those like Emerson may have understood that man was a piece within this system, Muir 

believed that man was a problem within the processes of nature, a mistake that disturbed. 

17  John Muir, Nature Writings (New York, NY: Literary Classics of The United States, 1997) p.225. 
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some sense of balance." Muir believed in the interconnectedness of nature in a deeper 

sense that he would explore through scientific method, and he did not believe that people 

had any role in the relations; to him people were to preserve these natural forces, and 

avoid degradation of the physical environment that man could cause. 

Muir would go on to become a popular figure in the push toward considering 

nature in the public sphere, writing, giving speeches, and leading environmental groups. 

Before the end of the nineteenth century he would push for the protection of Yosemite as 

a national park in 1890, and would then establish and become president of the Sierra Club 

in 1892, an environmental group that engaged in works concerning the conservation and 

preservation of resources. Muir would come to work with the likes of Gifford Pinchot, 

head of the Forestry Bureau (now the US Forest Service) and President Theodore 

Roosevelt, at the dawn of the twentieth century.-19  President Roosevelt would eventually 

accompany Muir on a trip to Yosemite in 1903. Although initially allied with Pinchot 

and President Roosevelt, Muir and the Sierra Club would go on to fight some of the 

decisions made by government when it came to use of national, public-use land, like 

Yosemite, in particular the construction of the Hetch Hetchy Damn. After Yosemite had 

been established as a national park, the dam was proposed in order to flood the Hetch 

Hetchy Valley (within the Yosemite area) to offer a steady source of water for San 

Francisco. While this supported Muir's negative view of humans as outside destroyers of 

natural order, it would eventually be approved, much to his frustration. "The prevailing 

attitude of the time was that the park's development was necessary to provide for 

is • Stephen 'Fox, John Muir and His Legacy (Boston, MA: Little, Brown and Company, 1981) p.16. 
19  Theodore Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt: An Autobiography (New York, NY: the Macmillan Company, 

1913) p.347-349. 
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increased public use, even if some of the resources had to be sacrificed."" While Muir 

had initially been excited by government control of resources by programs such as the 

National Parks, it would be the use and alteration of these spaces that would lead to the 

ideological split between environmentalists; conservation versus preservation. While 

seemingly a split of labels, the ideas of conservation and preservation are quite different 

in their value of nature and natural forces. Conservationists advocate wise-use and an 

understanding of the series of complex interactions in nature, so there can be appropriate 

management and use of these resources, so they can continue to be used. 

Preservationists, like Muir, hold a deeper and more inherent value of nature and natural 

forces that should ideally not be affected by people. Because that is impossible, 

preservationists believe people have the duty to support and maximize the sustainability 

of nature and resources independent of human use, not concerned with how to take 

advantage of them. The Transcendentalists, while concerned about more than economic 

value, assessed and appreciated nature for all of the uses it provided for, which would fall 

in line with conservationist beliefs. American environmental thought was being shaped 

by the history of use, not preservation. 

While Muir and those of the Sierra Club would become preservationists, calling 

for the maintenance of natural resources as they are, the more people oriented 

sensibilities of development and government would be of a conservationist mindset. 

Muir's opinions as a preservationist would imbue nature with a value higher than human 

life, somewhat contradictory to natural interconnectedness. By pushing for people to 

preserve nature as they found it, there was a denial that nature is dynamic, and is 

2(1  Robert C. Pa.vlik, "in Harmony with the Landscape: Yosemite's Built Environment", California 
History 69, 1990, p.184. 
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constantly changing and adapting to the forces that it affects and affect it. 

Conservationist policy would be the course followed by Pinchot and President Roosevelt, 

as they held a value for nature, but also understood the needto utilize what was available, 

so they would practice resource management as conservation. Monitoring the 

environment would ensure a knowledge of which resources were available to be used, 

and how best to use them. 

President Theodore Roosevelt would be the first president to present the 

importance of natural resources not only to the public but also into political discourse. 

By taking up conservationist practices toward nature, he would come to define modern 

resource management. As he came into his national position in 1901, Roosevelt noticed 

the broken American system, which seemed to ignore public interest. 

The idea that our natural resources were inexhaustible still obtained, and there 
was as yet no real knowledge of their extent and condition. The relation of 
conservation of natural resources to the problems of National welfare and 
National efficiency had not yet dawned on the public mind. The reclamation of 
arid public lands in the West was still a matter for private enterprise alone; and 
our magnificent river system, with its superb possibilities for public usefulness, 
was dealt with by the National Government not as a unit, but as a disconnected 
series of pork-barrel problems, whose only real interest was in their effect an the 
reelection or defeat of a Congressman here and there - a theory which, I regret to 
say, still obtains.21  

Instead of managing land for a utilitarian benefit, it -seemed that there was a 

commodification of resources in order to benefit business and private wealth. The 

perspective of nature being merely a group of resources that could be used without 

consequence was dominating. In order to promote the continued development of the 

United States, and protect from excessive private control, he would pass the National 

Red' • ation Act of 1902; bringing irrigation to twenty States in the American West. 

21  Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt: An Autobiography, p.430. 
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Putting the control of resources increasingly in the hands of government, would shape the 

way government was affecting people. Roosevelt stated himself that the "Act and the 

results flowing from it have helped powerfully to prove to the Nation that it can handle its 

own resources and exercise direct and business-like control over them."22  Roosevelt was 

embracing nature as commodity, using it as a source of material for production. Instead 

of relying on private industry to dictate public opportunity, Roosevelt — like Nixon 

decades later — believed that government would work to provide for citizens, and the 

American economy that they \ re all apart of 

The processes of the newly environmentally conscious government required 

President Roosevelt to enact multiple changes. To create effective plans of management, 

there was a call for the restructuring and reorganization of bureaus under federal control. 

Starting in 1905, Roosevelt called for the consolidation of groups handling National 

Forests, and the Bureau of Forestry, along with other groups, also effecting the 

Department of Agriculture and the Interior Department, in order for more easier and more 

comprehensive information access.23  In 1909, he would go on to create the National 

Conservation Commission that "laid squarely before the American people the essential 

facts regarding our natural resources, when facts were greatly needed as the basis for 

constructive action."24  It was the first inventory of American. resources, and was unique 

in its concentration of information from disparate fields. Under his administration, there 

was also a change in regard to land laws: "a public land policy was formulated in which. 

the saving of the resources on the public domain for public use became the leading 

22  ibid. p.434. 
23  [bid, p.435-436. 
24  Ibid. p.447. 
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principle."25  Forest land, coal land, oil lands, and water sites were protected from special 

interest deals, and fraudulent acquisition, as it was Executive order to examine every 

private claim to public land, much to the dismay of private enterprise.26  The ability for 

nature to have economic value continued to be entangled with government obligation and 

the political process, pushing conceptions of it toward the idea of it being something that 

can be bought, used, and objectified. Roosevelt's struggles for a change in perspectives 

of resource management represented his beliefs in public ownership. Pushing for public 

ownership of nature meant people could benefit from it. He worked on involving 

government into issues of environment because it was a collective sum that could not 

simply or fairly be broken down into constituents and be sold and managed without 

federal oversight. 

Aldo Leopold, born 1887 and living until 1948, would become the pioneer of 

environmental thought in the twentieth century. Although published a year after his 

death, A Sand County Almanac would come to be incorporate the essence of 

Transcendental writing and conservationist policy, as well as the emerging realities of 

American democracy and capitalism. Though the book mainly consists of prose filled 

narrations and details of wildlife observations, it echoes the voices of Emerson and Muir. 

Within the text comes a call for deeper understandings of the physical world in order to 

better comprehend the place of humans in the larger scheme of global life. It was one of 

the first publications to explicitly embrace ecology as intellectual understanding, based in 

scientific fact. Ecology had its founding in the later half of the nineteenth century, after 

Darwin's publications on adaptation, becoming realized as the science of the relations 

25  Ibid, p.451. 
26  Ibid, p.441, 451. 
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between and among life and its environment. Leopold's piece is well known for defining 

an ecosystem based system of ethics - called eco-centrism - saying that all members of a 

community exist for their own sake, not just in relation to humans; "In short, a land ethic 

changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to plain 

member and citizen of .it."27  

Essential to his claim for a land ethic is his criticism of the success of American 

policy in regard to conservationism and natural resource management. He poignantly 

argues: 

Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land. Despite nearly a 
century of propaganda, conservation still proceeds at a snail's pace; progress still 
consists largely of letterhead pieties and convention oratory. 
It is difficult to give a fair summary of its content in brief form, but as I 
understand it, the content is substantially this: obey the law, vote right, join some 
organizations, and practice what conservation is profitable on your own land; the 
government will do the rest. 
Is not this formula too easy to accomplish anything worth-while? It defines no 
right or wrong, assigns no obligation, calls for no sacrifice, implies no change in 
the current philosophy of values. In respect of land use, it urges only enlightened 
self-interest.28  

His critique points out that by having government handle larger aspects of 

conservationism, there is no true societal concern or respect for nature proper, but rather 

the enforcing of individual gain. He details that this failure lies in the perception of 

nature as a cluster of use-able goods and spaces that have no reciprocal effects when 

exploited. Because of this attitude, this economic self-interest assumes falsely that the 

economic parts of nature function independently of the non-economic parts, and thus 

27  Aldo Leopold, .4 Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There (New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 1949) p.204. 

28  'bid, p.207-208. 
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"tends to relegate to government many functions eventually too large, too complex, or 

too widely dispersed to be performed by government."29  

Therefore, Leopold's push for a land ethic was his method of a solution to the 

problem of environmental degradation. By offering his opinion on the inability for 

government to manage such a large task as the entirety of the country's natural resources, 

he hoped to encourage more discourse on environmental issues. Leopold calls for a 

change in attitude on nature, but his values mirror those of conservationists. He does not 

deny the fact that nature can he seen as a series of resources and commodities, but 

stresses that people be mindful of use. It was not an issue to use the environment but 

stressed that there are consequences and changes, and those need to be acknowledged and 

planned, so as not to be without resources later. He did not ignore the realities of the 

American situation, admitting "of course it goes without saying that economic feasibility 

limits the tether of what can or cannot be done for land. It always I as and it always 

will."3°  He argues however, that it is a fallacy for economic determinists to claim that all 

land use is determined by economics, which is "simply not true."31  

By calling to re-interpret the objectives of science not as the creation and exercise 

of power, but rather as a respect for the workings of nature, Leopold argued that the 

country could begin a new way forward in aiding people and the world at large.32  A Sand 

County Almanac expressed a sense of necessary change in order to properly address 

personal and government effects on and from the environment. Although natural 

resources were being managed by state and federal powers, a new perspective on nature 

29  lbid, p.214. 
30  bid, p.225. 
31  bid, p.225. 
32  Aldo Leopold, "The State of the Profession," Journal of Wildlife Management, 4, p.343-346. 
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was needed in order to ensure their long-term use and availability. Using science to 

comprehend the whole system instead of individual pieces would come to define 

environmental studies, as ecology. It was Leopold's belief that ecology would help 

people understand analogies between human problems and those in other natural systems. 

"By learning how some small part of the biota ticks we, can guess how the whole 

mechanism ticks. The ability to perceive these deeper meanings, and to appraise them 

critically, is the woodcraft of the future."33  These Words would not only push for 

understanding ecology, which would not only come to serve as the ethos of 

environmentalism in the twentieth century, but would reappear a little bit more than a 

decade later, when Rachel Carson's Silent Spring would bring not only the philosophical 

issues of land value, but also the health issues of pollution and nature's anagement into 

the mainstream, and begin the modern environmental movement. 

33  Leopold, A Sand County Almanac, p.187. 
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Part Two 

Silent Spring and the 1960s: 
the Dawn of Modern Environmental Perspective 

Often regarded as the beginning of the modem American environmental 

movement, the release of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring in 1962 brought into the public 

Sphere the ecological effects of the focus on economic production. Rather than 

considering threats to health and long-term sustainability, the American people had been 

focusing on the cheapest and easiest way to manage their environments. Carson's work 

served as an appeal to all people - in government, industry, and common citizens - to 

reconsider the manners in which resource management and environmental action are 

directly connected with human health. Directly a criticism of the unmonitored use of 

insecticides and pesticides, Silent Spring illuminated the dangers of agricultural use of the 

chemical DDT and how its toxicity would spread from its intended targets in insects, 

throughout different ecosystems, and eventually into a harmful human contact. Though • 

her concern and intent was raising awareness of the harmful things actively being added 

to American environments, for her it was a concrete example of human instigated. 

environmental impact with unseen destructive consequences, and the text serves as an 

explicit warning that more than financial calculation of the present was necessary to 

ensure the stable progress and development of American life. Thus, Carson's book can 

be considered the catalyst of public awareness of relevant environmental issues, which 

would spread and mature throughout the Sixties. 

Carson's call for people to be more informed and aware of the dangers of 

pesticides come concisely, and with a narrative tone, but also with scientific and social 

analysis. Silent Spring carries a personal, casual voice, making it more approachable than 
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some type of report, but Carson blends in more formal fields of history, politics, ecology, 

and biology. With experience as a biologist, zoologist, and experience researching with 

the federal Fish and Wildlife Service, Carson had intimate knowledge of the fields, and 

how they were inter-related.34  She was similar to the American environmentalists before 

her as she recognized the resonance that one action can have in a shared environment. 

Her affirmation of ecology was clear, but unlike the famed environmentalists preceding 

her, Carson did not merely engage in arguments on the way environment should be 

valued. Silent Spring pointed to particular cases of environmental danger, and showed 

that effects from environmental impact were not only imminent, but had already been 

occurring. Her claims in the text are broad yet articulated clearly, and the strong 

connections between seemingly disparate categories is what was so powerful and 

threatening about Silent Spring; 

In this now universal contamination of the environment, chemicals are the sinister 
and little-recognized partners of radiation in changing the very nature of the world 
- the very nature of its life. Strontium 90, released through nuclear explosions 
into the air, comes to earth in rain or drifts downas fallout, lodges in soil, enters 
into the grass or corn or wheat grown out there, and in time takes up its abode in 
the bones of a human being, there to remain until his death. Similarly, chemicals 
sprayed on croplands or forests or gardens lie long in soil, entering into living 
organisms, passing from one to another in a chain of poisoning and death. Or 
they pass mysteriously by underground streams until they emerge and, through 
the alchemy of air and sunlight, combine into new forms that kill vegetation, 
sicken cattle, and work unknown harm on those who drink from once pure 
wells.35  

As the US continued exploring new scientific and industrial technologies, the 

consequences would become more ambiguous, as there was a lack of information 

regarding the long-term effects of additives to the environment. While studies may have 

34  "Testimony before the Ribicoff Committee," Senate Subcommittee on Reorganization and International 
Organization, June 4, 1963, in America in the Sixties — Right, Left, and Center: a Documentary 
History, ed. Peter Levy (London: Greenwood Press, 1998), p.56. 

35  Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (Cambridge, MA: The Riverside Press, 1962), p.6. 
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monitored direct effects of tools like pesticides, unlike the comprehensive work done by 

Carson, the flow of the product was neither being monitored between levels in the food 

chain, nor by the movement of natural forces like wind, water, and weather. Carson's 

argument was that while industries had monitors for safety for initial use, the long-term 

chain of effects was not being monitored. The ecological principle of complexity dictates 

that the effects of pesticides and biological tools echo throughout environments in 

different ways, and therefore there was some level of environmental management that 

was missing. The themes were akin to those in Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Almanac: 

while modern understandings of science have offered deeper insight into biotic function 

and manipulation, humans do not have complete control over nature, nor are they 

independent from it. 

The reach beyond biological science into critiques of social realities add to the 

resonance of Rachel Carson's argument. In order to offer new directions and attitudes 

toward the physical environment and the use of pesticides, she explored the intricacies of 

American policy, and the ways in which policy and pesticides were entangled together. 

By questioning the status quo, Carson sought answers instead of temporary work-arounds 

on assessments of health risks from synthetic chemicals and pesticides that would 

continue to put a strain on the natural world. 

We are told that the enormous and expanding use of pesticides is necessary to 
maintain farm production. Yet is our real problem not one of overproduction? 
Our farms, despite measures to remove acreages from production and to pay 
farmers not to produce, have yielded such a staggering excess Of crops that the 
American taxpayer in 1962 is paying out more than one billion dollars a year as 
the total carrying cost of the surplus-food storage program. And is the situation 
helped when one branch of the Agriculture Department tries to reduce production, 
while another states, as it did in 1958, "It is believed generally that reduction of 
crop acreages under provisions of the Soil Bank will stimulate interest in use of 
chemicals to obtain maximum production on the land retained crops" 
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All this is not to say there is no insect problem and no need of control. I am 
saying rather, that control must be geared toward realities, not to mythical 
situations, and that the methods employed must he such that they do not destroy 
us along with the insects.36  

By assessing the state of government agencies and political agendas, in addition to the 

natural science, there is a new perspective of the place for pesticides :in American life. 

Even as these toxins were being sprayed for the benefit of food production, Carson 

examines the reality that it was unnecessarily excessive and detrimental to resources and 

people, as there was already a state of overproduction. With her holistic view of 

environment and attitudes on how quotidian activities had potentially dangerous 

implications, Carson offered a paradigm shift for American life. Instead of simply 

reiterating the fact that there were issues with the way environment and resources were 

being considered, she illustrated that there were not only harmful consequences for 

certain actions being used to control natural forces, but also that there were bureaucratic 

issues that were ignoring these issues and enabling these harmful activities. What made 

her different than those that preceded her, was her direct confrontation with consumer 

culture. To Carson, the focus on maximal production and efficiency was ignoring the 

risks to resources, greater ecology, and people, which has reciprocal long-term effects on 

production and development. Carson's clear connection of environmental degradation to 

citizens and their ability to live, work, and fill their role in American economy was 

alarming. 

As Carson's book gained attention and praise, the implications of lenient 

environmental management pointed to omissions in policy to which the government 

needed to react. In 1963, Rachel Carson was called to testify before the subcommittee of 

36  Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, p.9. 
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Senators on Reorganization and International Organization, specifically regarding 

Interagency Coordination in Environmental Hazards. Even though it was less than a year 

from when Silent Spring had been published, she was recognized as "the person most 

responsible for the current public concern over pesticide hazards."37  Another Senator 

praised her work saying, "Miss Carson, every once in a while in the history of mankind a 

book has appeared which has substantially altered the course of history... Your book is of 

that important character, and I feel you have rendered a tremendous service."38  The 

examination of Carson before the subcommittee did not only reiterate her points of 

caution from Silent Spring but also presented the dilemma of balancing solutions with 

economic growth. As Carson explained that pesticides can in many cases be replaced 

with less harmful, bio-natural alternatives, Senator Gruening replied honestly, "You have 

on the one hand a tremendous investment and profit motive of those who manufacture 

these chemicals, as against the nonprofitable introduction of these parasites. There is no 

money in introducing parasites to destroy the evil insects. So you have this tremendous 

Conflict."39  Yet, as the Senator tried to present the complexity of the situation from the 

view of government attempting to secure fiscal responsibility, Carson boldly responded, 

"Yes; but I think you balance the public interest in there against the other."4°  Carson's 

reference to public interest directly calls into question how immediate financial interest 

can be at odds with sustaining life and public interest in the long-term. As the committee 

explained the frustrations with determining what was best for public interest, it received 

support from Carson in theorizing that a new agency of human ecology would have to 

37  "Testimony before the Ribicoff Committee," Senate Subcommittee on Reorganization and International 
Organization, p.54. 

38 

 

Ibid, p.55. 
39  Ibid, p.55. 
4°  Ibid, p.55. 
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oversee functions of food and vegetation, fish and wildlife, education, and health, which 

were spread among various departments of the federal government, in order to properly 

address her concer s.41 The feasibility of such a body was the point of concern, as it 

would be a costly creation requiring an unprecedented amount of collaboration and 

resources. The value of the environment and its affect on people were suddenly a large 

concern for the public and thus the political agenda, marking the success of Carson's 

work. 

In the years directly following the publication of Silent Spring, President Lyndon 

Johnson's embrace of environmental issues served as a part of his Great Society agenda 

during his time in office, and set the tone for many additions later in the decade. Taking 

office in November, 1963 after President Kennedy's assassination, he was quick to enact 

three large pieces of environmental legislation, the Clean Air Act of 1963, the Wilderness 

Act in 1964, and the Solid Waste Disposal Act in 1965, all of which reconsidered the 

ways in which negative influences on environment could impact humans, as Carson had 

written. The Clean Air Act established air quality monitoring under the Public Health 

Service, and would be subsequently augmented with the Air Quality Act in 1967, and 

then the Clean Air Extension Act in 1970; while the Wilderness Act would preserve large 

chunks of forest and land, which would also be enhanced with the Wild and Scenic 

Rivers Act of 1968.42  Johnson held the environment in high esteem, affirming the 

importance of being responsible and proactive with the spaces defined as the United 

States. 

We have always prided ourselves on being not only America the strong and 
America the free, but America the beautiful. Today that beauty is in danger. The 

Ibid. p.55-56. 
42  David Farber and Beth Bailey, The Columbia Guide to America in the 1960s, p. 197. 
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water we drink, the food we eat, the very air that we breathe, are threatened with 
pollution. Our parks are overcrowded. Our seashores overburdened. Green 
fields and dense forests are disappearing. 
A few years ago we were greatly concerned about the Ugly American. Today we 
must act to prevent an Ugly America.4  

Regardless of the frame of environmentalism. Johnson was illustrating the threats that the 

American lifestyle was facing. By engaging history and deep values, his words aim for 

others to reconsider current trends, and ask for a new way forward. His reference to 

'America the beautiful' highlights the older value of environment as aesthetic experience. 

But he transitions the American value of aesthetic to a value of health and security. Like 

Carson, he points to the multiple problems faced because of poor resource management. 

By urging citizens to fight an 'Ugly America' he ties together older concepts of American 

aesthetics with new values of American health and environmental impact. By switching 

the reference from "Ugly American" - an offensive term given to arrogant Americans 

abroad — to "Ugly America," the focus is then drawn to the sense of place. It brings the 

connection of citizen not to people, but to the importance of the link with the physical 

environment of America. While economic and cultural aspects define American values, 

those could not be without the connection to the environment of America. 

Johnson's rhetoric of American Great Society was his initiative toward improving 

life for citizens in as many aspects as possible. President Johnson came into office with a 

positive attitude of change, and one day declared to his aide, "I'm sick of all of the people 

who talk about all of the things we can't do. Hell, we're the richest country in the world, 

the most powerful. We can do it all."44  His confidence was mirrored by his 

43  Lyndon Johnson, "Commencement Address-The Great Society," Univeristy of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
MI, May 22, 1964, in America in the Sixties — Right, .Lefi, and Center: a Documentary History, ed. 
Peter Levy (London: Greenwood Press, 1998), p.107. 

44  Robert M. Collins, "Growth Liberalism in the Sixties," in The Sixties: From Almon to History, ed. 
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accomplishments in enacting change and benefits in life for diverse groups of Americans, 

passing Civil Rights Acts in 1.964 and 1968, as well as legislation for a variety of 

economic opportunities offering assistance and security to many Americans, regardless of 

race, age, and class, through suffrage and social welfare programs. Environment, through 

-consumerist ideas of access and resources, was getting blended into a broader concept of 

welfare. Giving a commencement speech in 1964, he explained the new trajectory of the 

nation; 

For a century we labored to settle and to subdue the continent. For half a century 
we called upon unbounded invention and untiring industry to create an order of 
plenty for all our people. The challenge of the next half century is whether we 
have the wisdom to use that wealth to enrich and elevate our national life, and to 
advance the quality of our American civilization..45  

This call for an improvement in the quality of life in America seemed to encompass 

Johnson's goals of access and ability for all citizens, as the country already had its wealth 

and international authority. Being able to engage the ubiquitous and overwhelming topic 

of environment as characterized by those like Carson meant the US was no longer limited 

by concerns of finances and national renown, but liberated by them. The conversation of 

advancing American.quality of life was one that would characterize not only the Sixties, 

but would also be a part of President Richard Nixon's agenda when he succeeded. 

Johnson. 

As President Nixon came into office in 1969, specific concerns of pollution 

threatening the public would once again raise awareness of environmentalconcern. In 

the 1968 election year, one of the few American concerns with nature was that of Agent 

Orange, a biological weapon being used abroad in the Vietnam War. It was used to 

David Farber (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1994), p.19. 
45  Lyndon Johnson, "Commencement Address-The Great Society," p. 106. 
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defoliate areas, killing off any plant that was growing in order to cut off food supplies, 

though eventually was found to be harmful upon contact by humans. Domestically, the 

American people were reminded of the threats present in environment, when in February 

1969 an oil rig off the coast of Santa Barbara, California spilled millions of gallons of 

crude oil which washed up onto the beaches, alarming visitors and homeowners.46  By 

June a series of pollution fires on the Cuyahoga River in Ohio had caught media 

attention, and Lake Erie was declared endangered by chemical sewage and pollution.47  

Along with the images of chemical weapons like Agent Orange being used in Vietnam, 

the media was reminding people of the scare sparked by the thought of nuclear weapon 

destntetion and fallout from Cuban Missle Crisis in 1962, and the warnings from Rachel 

Carson's Silent Spring. In September, Senator Gaylord Nelson had the opportunity to 

finally announce an event that he had began planning during his brief national 

conservation tour with President Kennedy in 1963: Earth Day.48  He had years to develop 

his idea and goals of the project, and decided: "The goal of Earth Day was to inspire a 

public demonstration so big it would shake the political establishment out of its lethargy 

and force the environmental issue onto the national political agenda."49  By announcing a 

nationwide, grassroots protest involving teach-ins for people of all ages, environmental 

awareness was reinvigorated. In response to all of the pressures of media attention on the 

disasters, and on the coming Earth Day celebration on April 22 of the following year, 

President Nixon would pass the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), effective 

46  Jeff Sanders, "Environmentalism," in The Columbia Guide to America in the 1960s. ed. David Farber 
and Beth Bailey (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), p.277. 

47  Ibid, p. 277. 
48  Gaylord Nelson, Beyond Earth Day: fulfilling the promise (Madison, WI: the University of Wisconsin 

Press, 2002), p. 4-5. 
49  Ibid, p.3. 
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January 1, 1970.5°  NEPA called for a definition of the nation's environmental goals, but 

also established a Council on Environmental Quality, which would serve the President 

with policy recommendations, and eventually conclude an Environmental Protection 

Agency was necessary. The environment was finally entering large-scale incorporation 

within government practice. 

During the first month of 1970, during his State of the Union Address, President 

Nixon spoke frankly on the nation's changing relationship with its environment, and his 

priorities moving ahead. Mimicking Johnson before him, he does not call for more 

wealth or control, but rather declares, "The time has come for a new quest--a quest not 

for a greater quantity of what we have, but for a new quality of life in America."5I  He 

continues with an exploration of how the country can come to value things in different 

terms, as exclusively money does not equate to health and life. He discusses how 

environmental protection is not about immediate results, but long-term su.stainability of 

the American lifestyle, and it needs to be taken seriously: 

Restoring nature to its natural state is a cause beyond party and beyond factions. It 
has become a common cause of all the people of this country. It is a cause of 
particular concern to young Americans, because they more than we will reap the 
grim consequences of our failure to act on programs which are needed now if we 
are to prevent disaster later. 
Clean air, clean water, open spaces-these should once again be the birthright of 
every American. If we act now, they can be. 
We still think of air as free. But clean air is not free, and neither is clean water. 
The price tag on pollution control is high. Through our years of past carelessness 
we incurred a debt to nature, and now that debt is being called. 
The program I shall propose to Congress will be the most comprehensive and 
costly program in this field in America's history.52  

5°  Robert Gottlieb. Forcing the Spring (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993), p. 128. 
5 L  Richard Nixon, Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union, Jan. 22, 1970, in "The 

American Presidency Project," 
http://www.presidency.ucsb,edu/ws/index,phOpid=2921#a,xzzln4c1J7iT6, Accessed Dec, 4, 
2011. 

52  Ibid. Accessed Dec. 4, 2011. 
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Nixon reveals his plans to propose a human ecology based federal program as a way to 

improve American relations with their environment, and ensure that it can continue to be 

used for generations. By focusing more attention on resource management and pollution 

control, he claims that there has been a realization of responsibility for the continued 

freedoms and liberties of the American people. It is untraditional for a Republican 

President to address the nation and propose an expensive project that would introduce a 

new body into government. Nixon takes the knowledge of ecological inter-connectivity 

from Leopold and Carson, and blends it with the limits of political reality. He transforms 

their appeals of having a new ethic toward environment into one that directly and 

practically views the problems of environmental degradation and need for conservation 

that Leopold and Carson asked for. While denying any real need for "land ethic" or 

change in the value of environment and resources, President Nixon also acknowledged 

that there is an economic price associated with keeping air, water, and land both safe and 

accessible. Instead of restating issues of health, access, and sustainability in broad, 

hypothetical terms, he presented the fiscal realities to the American people. Instead of 

denying that money played a part in environment, he used it as a way to quantify the 

importance of environment in a more traditional way. Referring to a 'debt to nature' and 

pointing out that air and water are not free assert that there are monetary values for 

resources, and that stresses that it is not that the environment is only a physical 

commodity, but that it is also essential to the long-term value of the country. This 

recognition of sustaining long-term value is what the Transcendentalists, Roosevelt, 

Leopold, and Carson were assessing, each with their own particular judgments on 

economy. Nixon saw that regardless any metaphysical value, - of which he did not share 
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beliefs with those aforementioned — conservation through resource management did have 

real impact on economy and production. With this address of the nation, President Nixon 

confirmed a new direction in regarding the physical world and natural resources, which 

would definitively change American relations to and perceptions of nature. 

Therefore, the mass increase in public attention toward environmental issues in 

the sixties developed into legislation in the political arena, as well as progressing 

American values. With Earth Day happening on April 22, 1970, the grassroots 

movement would involve over 20 million demonstrators across the country, involving 

thousands of schools, universities, and other institutions, all independently organized.53  

The huge amount of attention worked along with Nixon's goals, and shortly after he 

would propose the Environmental Protection Agency under a proposed federal 

Reorganization Plan. The agency would be the largest and most interdisciplinary layer of 

bureaucracy, unifying authority on pollution-based policies. The US government would 

have a body responsible for maintaining resources, working to protect people from the 

unseen ecological consequences of modern. life. 

53  Gaylord Nelson, p.9. 
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Part Three 

President Nixon as Environmental Actor 

Examining Richard Nixon's politics in the 1960s as an environmental actor offer 

a deeper understanding of his political values by seeing them represented in the issues 

surrounding the creation of the EPA in 1970. Although his thoughts on 

environmentalism were critical, his policy reflected an attitude of responsibility for the 

American people. In order to be more mindful of the way consumption impacted the 

environment and held reciprocal effects back to communities, it was necessary to institute 

more comprehensive legislation, and Nixon acknowledged that fact. As the Sixties 

concluded, the public had learned the same thing. 

With the increased attention toward pollution and sanitation concerns, American 

citizens had perceived a heightened threat of environmental issues. The intricate systems 

of cause and effect that were beginning to be seen as ecology was an expanding theme, 

first with Carson's Silent Spring in 1962 and later in 1968 with Paul Ehrlich's The 

Population Bomb. Ehrlich's book warned of the detrimental impact on resources and 

thus society because of the radically growing population, and reaffirmed fears caused by 

the oil spills and environmental disasters, previously highlighted by Carson.54  As a 

result, citizens concerned about air pollution and water pollution rose from 28 percent 

and 35 percent respectively, in 1965 to 69 percent and 74 percent in 1970.55  Clearly 

people were feeling more aware about their interactions with their environment and felt 

that there needed to be changes. Nixon had acknowledged and reacted to these 

sentiments when he created his Council on Environmental Quality, as a result of the 

5 'Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p.196. 
55  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p.196. 
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National Environmental Policy Act in 1969. The Council was created to gather the 

relevant data and advise the president on how best to tackle the biggest pollution and 

resource related threats under existing agencies. After their first report on November 25, 

1969, Nixon could see that responsibility for environmental issues was too fragmented to 

be effective, and he initially proposed a large Department of Environment and Natural 

Resources, which would have stripped anti-pollution programs from many bodies, but 

most heavily from the Department of Interior.56  In the spring and summer of 1970 he 

would compromise with Congress for approval of the smaller and less comprehensive 

agency that would become the EPA. 

Despite his strong efforts dedicating more support behind environmental. 

concerns, Nixon's attitude on government's impact on economic and social development 

are what drove his policy. Seeking to cut the bloated costs of excessive bureaucracy and 

increased taxes on the nation, Nixon had been known for his constant impoundment of 

funds. He had impounded between 17 and 20 percent of all controllable expenditures 

between 1969 and 1972, thus not spending money on programs s that had been 

appropriated by Con.gress.57  Yet he was supporting the creation of the EPA, and a larger 

reorganization of federal government operations with it. It was a valuable gesture in 

assuring the place of environmental issues in government operations, but was always 

second to economic development. Nixon asserted, "In a flat choice between smoke and 

jobs, we're for jobs."58  An overarching goal of his politics were to overturn the 

expensive programs instituted under President Johnson's Great Society efforts, stating his 

56  Joan .Hoff, Nixon Reconsidered (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, Inc,, 1994), 0.22. 
57  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p. 200. 
58  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p.197. 
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goals were "to get resources to people in need and then to let them run their own lives."59  

By considering his word choice of 'resources,' he is able to blend the values of 

environment as comprised of resources, with the ideas of resources as constituents that 

allow something to be functional and operational. 

Personally, President Nixon did not agree with the general attitudes of the social 

environmental movement that had been in flux throughout the Sixties. Given his role as 

president, the importance of environment was just one perspective in the mass of systems 

at play within the framework of government. He personally felt as though the movement 

was "overrated," served the "privileged," and was "crap" for "clowns."60  He admitted his 

belief that "people don't give a shit about the environment" and were irrationally 

challenging American politics.61  In a conversation with Henry Ford II, head of Ford 

Motor Company, he more intimately revealed his opinions on social environmental 

advocates saying they "aren't one really damn bit interested in safety or clean air... What 

they are interested in is destroying the system, I am for the system."62  He was skeptical 

of the extreme attitudes being supported by the environmental activists of the time, 

believing that if they attained their ideal, it would involve society returning "back and 

liv[ing] like a bunch of damned animals...like when Indians were here. You know how 

the Indians lived? Dirty, filthy, horrible."63  Even as these were private statements, 

Nixon's disdain for the sixties environmental movement and its culture was clear, yet his 

ability to recognize that environment and resources were indeed a pivotal issue in 

American life. Regardless of his personal views of the individuals, his consideration as 

59  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard .Nixon, p.190. 
60 Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p.197. 
61  Melvin Small, The Presidency of Richard Nixon, p,197. 
62  Joan Hoff, Nixon Reconsidered, p.24. 
63  Joan Hoff. Nixon Reconsidered, p.24. 
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president was one of concern and responsibility for the future of the country as a whole, 

not merely culturally or economically, but socially, and environmentally as well, because 

all are related. 

President Nixon's understanding of the complexities of incorporating 

environment and resource management into policy were more explicitly conveyed in his 

State of the Union Address, in January 1970. Not only does he lay out his initial ideas of 

creating the EPA, he also gets to the underlying values of American progress and quality 

of life. Rather than viewing policy through any particular lens, he reiterates the 

importance of unifying different factors in order to best manage the trajectory of the 

nation. 

We can no longer afford to consider air and water common property, free to be 
abused by anyone without regard to the consequences. Instead, we should begin 
now to treat them as scarce resources, which we are no more free to contaminate 
than we are free to throw garbage into our neighbor's yard. 
This requires comprehensive new regulations. It also requires that, to the extent 
possible, the price of goods should be made to include the costs of producing and 
disposing of them without damage to the environment. 
Now. I realize that the argument is often made that there is a fundamental 
contradiction between economic growth and the quality of life, so that to have one 
we must forsake the other. 
The answer is not to abandon growth, but to redirect it. For example, we should 
turn toward ending congestion and eliminating smog the same reservoir of 
inventive genius that created them in the first place. 
Continued vigorous economic growth provides us with the means to enrich life 
itself and to enhance our planet as a place hospitable to man.64  

His words convey Carson's warning of pollution traveling through common spaces and 

infrastructure, while also echoing the tone of Leopold's Land Ethic, Like Leopold, he 

points out that the virtue behind pollution abatement should not be about property and 

64  Richard Nixon, Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union, Jan. 22, 1970, in "The 
American Presidency Project," 
http://www,presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=2921#axzzln4cI.J7iT6,  Accessed Dec. 4, 

2011. 
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individual control, but rather for a deeper change in the ways resources are understood as 

entangled with and integral to the function of American life. His desire for more 

environmental regulation came with the same sense that environmental thought must not 

be isolated from economy and culture, but incorporated with them. Instead of posing 

these categories against one another, they should all be unified, which he admitted 

required new thoughts and directions for planning, thus prompting the need for a federal 

reorganization. While Leopold and. Nixon both acknowledge economic realities, it is 

Nixon that embraces the sense of commodification that is created by having prices on 

nature and resources. By saying "we can no longer afford to consider air and water 

common property" he evokes a sense of the commons, and the communal ideas tied to 

ecology and shared resources, but he also links it directly to property. By using the 

phrase "communal property" he highlights what he saw as the flaws of past 

environmental policy. Instead of denouncing the beliefs of environment as property but 

embracing them, he is able to put not only a price but also a value on respecting nature 

and resources. It is not that nature is not owned by anyone and can be disregarded and 

disrespected, but on the contrary, that it should be considered property of every 

American, because the American environment is maintained for, and by, Americans. 

Considering the environment's price as the maintenance paid in tax dollars draws a direct 

connection to the responsibility that citizens should feel for it, and that it is not an 

individual ownership, it is a shared ownership that promotes individual economic 

success. He concludes that the country's economic growth provided the privilege to 

protect life on a greater scale than the individual, and also enabled for planning for more 

than a particular moment in time. Nixon's address demonstrated his beliefs that the US 
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should be more concerned with long-term development and the sustainability of 

American life. 

In acknowledging the clash of different priorities of economy, social life and 

environment, President Nixon also recognizes the importance of each. In order to assess 

things more holistically and systematically, he recognizes the common goal of happiness 

for citizens, which would conic from empowering all to pursue whatever individual 

beliefs of happiness are. 

We need a fresh climate in America, one in which a person can breathe freely and 
breathe in freedom. 
Our recognition of the truth that wealth and happiness are not the same thing 
requires us to measure success or failure by new criteria.65  

Elaborating on his ideas of freedom, his words carry his value of liberty and the aim of 

individual rights. The value of adding environment into federal govermnent policy was 

to expand the freedoms that Americans could exercise. Like social issues and civil rights, 

as well as economic policy, environment would now be managed in order to not inhibit or 

constrain the lives of Americans. This approach of integrating environmental thought 

would permeate American life in a major way with the proposal and creation of the EPA 

later in 1970. 

* * * 

Reorganization Plati No. 3 of 1970 presents President Nixon's proposal of the 

Enviromnental Protection Agency and his values of environment to Congress, on the 

days of July 22, 23 and August 4. The overarching theme of the hearings was an 

enthusiasm for the ideals of protection and security that the agency would bring, but a 

skepticism over its methods of taking in the regulatory powers of so many other bodies. 

('5  Richard Nixon, Annual lessage to the Congress on the State of/he  Union, Jan. 22, 1970. 
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While Nixon himself clearly stated the reasons for wanting to create the agency as a 

reorganization of bureaucracy, opponents from the business side believed the EPA would 

inhibit development by centralizing regulation of not only explicit pollutants but things 

like additives, preservatives and pesticides that were being used for the benefit of many 

industries, primarily agriculture. The initial proposal of an EPA came as a 

recommendation from President Nixon's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), 

formed in the fall of the previous year with the passing of the National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA), with the goal of advising the most effective ways to manage social 

and economic issues with environmental impact. The proposal of the EPA came as a 

culmination of Nixon's focus on environment and resource protection for the evolving 

attitudes of American property and productivity. Following his State of the Union 

address, and the success of the first Earth Day, Nixon's stance on protecting citizens and 

industry from the detrimental effects of pollution were beginning to be taken seriously as 

policy. The proposal of the EPA represented not only a change in perceptions of 

environment, but also in the role and structure of government. 

As the Reorganization Plan begins with a letter from President Nixon himself, it 

establishes a tone of slight apologetic appeal to industry and citizens alike. Nixon 

explains that while he is typically anti-big government, he supports the extension of 

government in the case of the EPA. 

In proposing that the Environmental Protection Agency be set up as a separate 
new agency, I am making an exception to one of my own principles: that, as a 
matter of effective and orderly administration, additional new independent 
agencies should normally not be created.66  

66  Committee on Government Operations. Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970, p.5. 
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The skepticism he expresses with regard to creating an agency show his sentiments of 

reassurance that the new body is not only necessary but will be beneficial to all groups 

involved. The strength in President Nixon's framework lay in his approach of the agency 

not as direct advocacy of leftist environmentalism, or even conservationism, but rather as 

a way in which to streamline and clarify the bureaucratic processes of regulating 

pollution, and the exposure of the American public to harmful products. Nixon places a 

heavy emphasis on seeing a bigger perspective, more than immediate financial benefit, 

inclusive of a wider array of issues. The benefits of the EPA would come with its 

unprecedented "capacity to do research on important pollutants irrespective of the media 

in which they appear, and on the impact of these pollutants on the total. 

environment...biological as well as physical."67  His language invokes feelings of welfare 

and security, constantly bringing up the scientific method, objectivity, research and 

efficiency. The focus on the totality of environment, and the acknowledgement of 

pollution across different media ushered in a new perspective on the widespread effects 

of pollution, not just in water, or on land, but also in the air, and the transmission between 

these. 

In addition, Nixon highlights the necessity for a successful balance of health, 

industry, agriculture, and government in order to protect America and its quality of life. 

He believes that the EPA will accomplish this necessity, stating: 

Because environmental protection cuts across so many jurisdictions, and because 
arresting environmental deterioration is of great importance to the quality of life 
in our country and the world, I believe that in this case a strong, independent 
agency is needed.68  

67  [bid, p.5. 
63  [bid, p.5. 
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His reference of American quality of life reflects the message of his state of the union 

address earlier that year. His words carry the same message of reorganization of 

government structure, but also the tone of American progress, responsibility, and 

successes. President Nixon's repeated mention of "quality of life" show his value of 

people not just focusing on survival, but instead on the ways they are able to pursuit their 

lives to the fullest. He recognized that quality of life is influenced by environment by 

affecting not only sanitation and health, but also opportunities and access to spaces and 

resources. By compromising values of environment with economic productivity, Nixon 

was able to frame long-term conservation of resources within his own tradition of 

Republican values. 

Creating the EPA allows for both comprehensive data collection and analysis, but 

also establishes a body whose sole responsibility is environmental protection. In order to 

prevent the inefficiencies in terms of money, data, and pollution abatement success, a 

unified agency was deemed the most effective solution. Nixon not only took advice from 

his Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) that had been established by the National 

Environmental Policy Act as 1970 began, but also consulted the Chairman of the Council 

on Executive Organization, Roy Ash, on the benefits of creating the EPA. Mr. Ash's 

statements before Congress pointed to the need for reorganization to eliminate 

bureaucratic inefficiency, but also that there was no way to discern the threat of 

environmental degradation. Keeping in mind the larger structure and duties of the federal 

government, he admitted: 

[T]here is much more we need to learn about our ecological system, the way 
pollutants travel, interact and take effect. In a sense, we are in a process of 
defining the total problem. Yet, at the same time we must continue developing 
the necessary technology to monitor and control the effect of major known 
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pollutants throughout our environment. The fragmentation of this effort and the 
fact that no single agency is responsible for developing an integrated research, 
standard-setting and assistance program, seriously handicaps our effort to develop 
and implement a comprehensive strategy of pollution reduction.69  

Ash's statements highlight an understated concern of the pollution and environment at the 

time: the problems were not yet completely understood. Although there had been 

increasing concerns with water and toxic contamination for years prior, without a 

cohesive and concerted effort to truly understand and tackle the issues together, there 

were huge limits as to what could and would be accomplished. By having research, 

guidelines, enforcement, and evaluation for different environmental issues covered by 

different bodies, there was no simple or comprehensive way to analyze the environmental 

situation of the nation. Nixon's proposal was not for the gain of any sector in particular, 

but to take advantage of America's scientific and technological wealth in order to 

"establish quantitative 'environmental baselines" which eliminate bias and conflict of 

interest among other departments, as the EPA's "objectivity as an impartial arbiter could 

be called into qu.estion."7°  Because all aspects of government carry their own goals, the 

establishment of a unified agency on pollution abatement would be able to create a sense 

of accountability for environment projects, which conveys the growth in concern and 

respect for these issues. By placing one federal agency at the head of environmental 

research, law, and regulation, it not only brings together the information in to one place 

for easier access, it also prevents the issues of conflict of interest within different 

departments that would have motivations to skew data and regulation in their favor, while 

potentially influencing resources and the health of citizens. Creating the EPA was about 

a federal reorganization valuing efficiency. 

69  Ibid. p.46. 
7°  !bid, p.5. 
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While many questions were presented during the hearings, the majority were not 

of the creation of the agency, but rather the specifics of the duties to be reassigned from 

other groups to the EPA. While there were no outright arguments with the missions of 

the reorganization or the reasons for an EPA, those who did not support the 

reorganization plan made it clear that they supported environmental protection and the 

health of the American people but were afraid that the EPA's takeover of certain 

regulatory responsibilities of the FDA and USDA would be a detriment to agricultural 

and industrial development. Almost all of the submitted statements against the 

reorganization came from state agriculture programs that were afraid pesticides would be 

classified as harmful toxins to be regulated, and not tools for agricultural development, 

and that regulation under bodies such as the USDA their interests were more surely 

protected. 

An example of such an argument against the Reorganization Plan is the poignant 

appeal by the American Farm Bureau Federation, which illustrates the values of the 

American agricultural industry and its connection to the American lifestyle. Marvin 

McClain, the legislative director of the American Farm Bureau Federation, is critical of 

the inhibiting results of the plan to the continued prosperity of farming and the supply of 

food tothe American consumer. Their criticism was the moving the authority of 

regulations on pesticides and food additives from the Food and Drug Administration and 

the US Department of Agriculture to the proposed EPA, because the Bureau of Farmers 

agreed that the use of 'agricultural chemicals' were pivotal to the continued success of 

America, in terms of social welfare, economic prosperity, and long term security, which 

they believed the EPA threatened. 
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The appeal begins with the bold claim "The continued use of agricultural 

chemicals is important to both farmers and consumers."71  The argument is made that 

pesticides are an essential part of the availability and price of the food that feeds the 

American people. By acknowledging the fact that there needs to be respect for 

environmental impact, and that these chemicals need to be used in a "safe" and "proper" 

manner, they focus on the loss of attention to the industry proper when dealing with 

regulation. Dislocating the management of the rules of pesticides away from those who 

use them, they claim, would be to unfairly assess how they should be applied, and would 

result in standards that would be stringent and negatively impact production in terms of 

speed and yield. This would increase prices, reduce availability, and "greatly restrict the 

ability of farmers and ranchers to continue a safe, abundant supply of high quality food 

and tiber."72  

Fundamentally, the argument was against a loss of power by the agricultural 

industry over regulations on their interests. They allude to their close working 

relationships with the USDA and the FDA, and how it has led to the successes of 

American producers and the American lifestyle. By working "cooperatively" the 

agencies had set the regulations for themselves, while the Reorganization Plan would 

move all such power to the new EPA. They admit their fears of an EPA that would not 

benefit but only hinder agriculture in the country; "We have serious concern that 

agricultural chemicals will be viewed by those responsible for decisions in the new 

Environmental Protection Agency as pollutants with a low concern for these materials as 

[bid, p. 201. 
72  [bid, p.201. 
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tools in productive agriculture."73  The appeal concludes with harsh criticism, calling for 

a serious reconsideration of administering regulation powers to those with "far less 

knowledge and interest in a productive agriculture."74  These remarks are clearly 

articulated and direct, asserting the opinion that there is nothing wrong with the way they 

are operating. 

While the EPA's interests would be toward establishing regulation on other 

bodies for the benefit of physical health and wellness of citizens, it places another barrier 

between industries and the powers that govern their behavior. The farmers can be seen as 

an example of industry fighting over too much government control over their rights to 

operate, while simultaneously affirming their importance in American consumerist life. 

President Nixon's counter-argument, however, is based in the fact that he too understands 

the connection between the consumer and American quality of life, It is because 

environment is so integrated into economy that the EPA would make things more 

efficient. It would be regulating and monitoring the base of America, the physical 

environment. Instead of being a barrier, it would lift the worry of environment from 

industry and citizens, so they could focus on being economically productive. 

Establishing the agency was a work to more completely handle, issues of health, 

safety, productivity, and efficiency. Nixon understood the complexities of ecological 

processes, and that they could not be disentangled from concerns of social life, industry, 

and economy. Funding programs aimed at resource rehabilitation of particular problems 

tended to neglect the whole, often being ineffective, wasting money, and often leading to 

other reciprocal problems. The radical importance was concisely described to Congress, 

Ibid, p.202. 
74  Ibid, p.202. 
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with the chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality declaring, The new agency 

will be able to examine the path of a pollutant through the total environment and 

determine at what point control methods can be most effectively and efficiently 

applied."75  This is the practical mission of the EPA: increasing knowledge, and spending 

wisely in order for improvement. Before the agency, there was no unified set of pollution 

and environmental protection standards. The EPA served as method of defining the role 

of environment in American life, but also reaffirmed the role of government in people's 

lives. The Reorganization Plan represented President Nixon's commitment to Americans 

to have the capacity to understand and enhance their world, acknowledging that it was 

not any one thing - whether that be social life, money, leisure, or environment - but rather 

the summation of forces that is the cause of American prosperity. 

75  [bid, p.19. 
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Conclusion 

The EPA and American Common Property 

The creation of the EPA in 1970 was the product of President Nixon's reaction to 

American environmentalism. While his personal values of environment were not the 

same as the Transcendentalists, preservationists, conservationists, or even those of 

President Theodore Roosevelt, he did acknowledge the complexities involved with 

assessing the value of resources, natural forces, and the totality of environment. His 

appreciation and knowledge of ecology and the interconnectedness of cause and effect 

are what allowed him to have the same respect for nature that those like Leopold and 

- Carson did. Though his ideals and values were different, the commonality of all of these 

environmentalists is his ability to see that there is such a diversity of variables at play, 

that there needs to be some sort of monitoring and managing of nature and resources in 

order to ensure that humans are neither currently in danger nor making decisions - active 

or passive - that will put them in future danger. 

Instead of using the traditional methods of discourse on environment and land 

value, President Nixon presented concerns of nature and resources in the capacity he was 

chosen to: as president of the United States. While many environmentalists provide 

different instances of ethics toward the natural world, Nixon did not see the importance 

of environment in any one lens in particular, but as President was looking to see how to 

manage environment for the benefit of US productivity. For this, there needed to be an 

agency that could assess that risk, taking into account more than just immediate economic 

or societal realities, but planning for the future. When considered as an environmental 

thinker, President Nixon's combination of consumerist economy and ecological 
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understanding are what encouraged his proposal of a government reorganization. 

President Nixon created the EPA in order to provide the government and the American. 

people with the ability to appropriately manage not only resources, but because of that 

enabling a more complete knowledge of the state of the country and its productivity, in 

the past, present, and future. 

The implications of the Nixon's ideals and the successful. creation of EPA on 

American attitudes is unsurprisingly ambiguous. With regard to environmental policy, it 

is hard to discern any permanent example of what should be valued and decided for 

handling situations, as the economic factors are always necessarily different. The EPA's 

creation stemmed from the acceptance of this diverse complexity in ecology, and how 

these differences affect the value and availability of resources, and so there was no 

specific message that could be conveyed. In the Interim Report of the Committee On 

Research and Peer Review in EPA published in 1995, the Committee reported: 

The tack of a clear, agreed-upon mission statement and coherent research 
planning process has been one of the most frequently expressed concerns by 
previous independent review groups evaluating EPA's research program. 
Essentially every one of the studies cited in this report, from the National 
Research Council's 1974 report to EPA's 1994 "New Beginning" report, 
expressed concern about the ambiguity in ORD[Office of Research and 
Development]'s research mission and vision statements for its organizational. 
components.76  

As when it was being planned and structured, the EPA had a mission of research into 

what the environmental problems were that the country needed to face. Because of the 

need to assess new risk, this meant that there was never any clear mission besides 

pollution abatement efforts. Due to the intent of the agency to handle dynamic forces and 

7°  Interim Report of the Committee on Research and Peer Review in EPA, Board on Environmental Studies 
and Toxicology, Commission on Geosciences, Environment, and Resources, Commission on Life 
Sciences, (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1995) p.19. 
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changing information, it isn't possible to anticipate far in advance what any individual 

goal or mission of the research department should be. This sort of ambiguity arises from 

Nixon's understanding of environment as commodity. If natural forces are constantly 

different, then the economic impact and effects on productivity would also be different. 

The goals are subject to constant reorganization and assessments of what resources are 

most relevant at any given moment. Thus, the EPA represents an impossible struggle of 

using past and current trends to predict the most effective and sustainable way of 

managing resources. 

Yet by combining the history' of the EPA's creation and Nixon's attitudes with 

Garrett Hardin's Tragedy of the Commons, the benefits of the agency to economy and 

productivity are magnified. Hardin's 1968 essay argues the troubles of having 

individuals acting independently and aiming to maximize self-interest when it is in regard 

to a limited resource that is shared. His main example deals with overgrazing, with the 

basic idea that if a group of herders share a plot of land as commons, it is in the best 

interest of each individual to herd as many cows as possible. Though in the long-term, no 

management would mean rapid land degradation and overgrazing, the immediate benefit 

goes to the most self-interested, while the negative is shared among al1.77  While • 

conditions are overly-simplified for the purpose of example, Hardin's point is that of the 

ambiguous nature of anything that is held as commons. Hardin's argument can be 

juxtaposed with Nixon's words, We can no longer afford to consider air and water 

common property, free to be abused by anyone without regard to the consequences. 

77  Garett Hardin, "The Tragedy of the Commons." Science 162, no. 3859 (1968), p.1243-
1248. 
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Instead, we should begin now to treat them as scarce resources."78  Nixon's words echo 

some idea of the commons, but is made more appropriate for Am.erican culture with the 

idea of common property, instead of something more explicitly communal. Common 

property asserts the same relationship with self-interest, as every person would want the 

best for his or her property. It also acknowledges that there has already been a 

commodification of nature and monetary values associated with natural resources. Thi.s 

means that nature is understood as its economic value of resources. Common property 

does not mean that the commons is not owned by anyone, but rather that it is owned by 

everyone, and thus there is mutual interest. The very role of the EPA is to act as an 

efficiency manager of the common property that is constituted of limited resources. 

Thus, the creation of the EPA represents the dynamic forces of change and 

interdependence that define life and ecological process. While the concept of the 

ecological relationships shaped nineteenth century American environmental thought, the 

same ideas would serve as the focus of the federal agency concerned with the 

environment. While there are many possibilities and interdependent forces, Nixon's 

presidential policy on environment realized that only by seeing environment and 

environmental protection as apart of a more whole issue of American quality of life, and 

the longer-term sustainability of American life. The American environment — the land, 

air, sea, and all resources — is an integral part of American life. Because of the physical, 

material composure of the United States, American culture and economy could be 

constructed. From this, the environment can be seen as all that allows for production. 

78  Richard Nixon, Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union, Jan. 22, 1970, in "The 
American Presidency Project," 
httpj/www,presidency,ucsb.edn/ws/index phP2Pict--292 1 1.4.42gZ. n4aPiTh, Accessed Dec. 4, 
2011. 
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The food, the shelter, the air, the illness, and all of the material world is dependent on 

environment, and thus the environment carries economic value. The EPA exists in order 

to protect the US by assessing and regulating the physical, economic, and cultural risks 

associated with the environment and the natural world. 

As the overall management of environment has been placed under the authority of 

the federal government, attitudes of environment continue to be tied to economic value. 

Nixon's creation of the EPA was a product of evolving American environmental thought. 

While embracing some ideas of conservation with their relation to consumer culture and 

economy, Nixon was able to reconcile how to bring issues of environment into larger 

policy. Neglecting ethics and metaphysical value that other environmentalists had, he 

rooted the importance of environmental protection in the physicality of the world, as 

understood in environment. The understanding of the word resource already places a 

material, economic frame around understandings of nature, and Nixon seemed to inherit 

some of the Republican environmental politics from Theodore Roosevelt, in calling for 

reorganization and efficiency in production. Nixon's compromise united different values, 

creating the EPA in order increase the standards of American quality of life by 

integrating economy, ecology, and culture. 
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